Abstract. The Hartree energy shift is calculated for a unitary Fermi gas. By including the momentum dependence of the scattering amplitude explicitly, the Hartree energy shift remains finite even at unitarity. Extending the theory also for spin-imbalanced systems allows calculation of polaron properties. The results are in good agreement with more involved theories and experiments.
Introduction
Strongly interacting atomic gases have proved to be an excellent platform for studying many-body quantum phenomena [1] . The purity and the diluteness of the gases allow the description of the system using well understood microscopic models [2, 3, 4] and a host of theoretical tools have been applied for solving stationary and dynamic properties of the system [5, 6, 7, 8] .
Despite the multitude of more exact and involved theoretical tools, mean-field theories form an important class of theories due to their inherent simplicity and the applicability to three-dimensional systems [9] . Surprisingly, these mean-field theories have proved to be able to describe qualitatively even strongly interacting systems [10] although finite temperatures and polarized gases have proved challenging. Indeed, critical temperatures and critical polarizations for the superfluid-normal transitions are exaggerated in a mean-field theory. These problems are caused by the difficulty of describing the non-superfluid state of the gas properly, the state which is often referred to as the 'pseudogap phase' [9] . Indeed, the non-superfluid state in the BCS mean-field theory is a non-interacting finite temperature Fermi sphere in which all interaction effects are absent; a strong assumption for a strongly interacting system.
The natural question is whether the simple BCS mean-field theory can be improved to include interaction effects in the normal state at least approximately. Obviously, there are a lot of extensions of the simple BCS theory [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] that incorporate fluctuations in the BCS model and can describe the non-superfluid state properly. Most of the methods are however numerically very heavy and the simplicity of the BCS mean-field theory has been lost. The approach in this work is quite different. Instead of considering fluctuations around the BCS theory, I neglect all pairing effects altogether and concentrate on one key approximation done in the BCS theory when in the strongly interacting regime, namely the omission of the Hartree energy shift. The idea is not new as pairing correlations are often neglected when considering systems at high temperatures but here I will relax approximations often done to the Hartree energy shift [22] . The result is a self-consistent theory which is simple but sufficiently powerful to describe a wide range of phenomena.
The structure of this work is the following: in Section 2 I will first provide a definition for the Hartree energy shift for a strongly interacting gas. In Section 3 the main points of the standard scattering calculation for deriving the many-body scattering T-matrix are reviewed. The details of the derivation can be found in Appendix A. In Section 4 the Hartree self-energy will be calculated for a balanced two-component Fermi gas at unitarity. In Section 5 the theory is generalized for spinimbalanced systems and the Hartree self-energy and the effective mass are calculated for a polaron. In Section 6 the theory will be further extended for calculating the occupation numbers at the high momentum limit and the Tan's contact coefficient will be solved both for a balanced system and for a polaron. The key approximations are reviewed and the implications of the theory are discussed in Section 7. Finally, the key findings are summarized in Section 8.
The Hartree shift
The effect of atom-atom interactions enter the single-particle Green's function G(P ) through the self-energy Σ(P ) according to the Dyson equation G(P ) = G 0 (P ) + G 0 (P )Σ(P )G(P ) = 1 G 0 (P ) −1 − Σ(P ) ,
where the non-interacting Green's function G 0 (P ) = G 0 (p, p 0 ) = 1/(p 0 − p ). The standard approximation for the self-energy used in the context of dilute atomic gases is the Hartree-Fock self-energy written using a scattering T-matrix Σ(P ) = −i dK (2π) 4 G(K)Γ(K, P ; P, K).
This describes the self-energy of a particle with four-momentum P , interacting with a particle of four-momentum K drawn from the bath. The interaction is described by the many-body scattering T-matrix Γ(K, P ; P, K) which promptly returns the particles back to the initial state, thus returning the particle with the four-momentum K to the bath and the initial particle to the state P . The self-energy utilises only the diagonal part of Γ, but the T-matrix will eventually be needed for a more general case as well.
The above form assumes that the two interacting particles are distinguishable and thus it suffices for describing interspecies interactions in two-component Fermi gases.
For indistinguishable particles one should add also the exchange interaction channel.
Replacing the many-body scattering T-matrix by a constant Γ ≈ 4π 2 m a, where a is the s-wave scattering length, yields the well known result for the Hartree energy shift in the weakly interacting limit
where n is the atom density. However, this formula does not work in the strongly interacting, or unitary, limit where a → ∞. Indeed, at unitarity the only relevant length scale in a dilute Fermi gas is the Fermi momentum k F and the Hartree energy shift must become independent of a [23, 10] . Simply replacing a by 1/k F would yield as the Hartree energy shift 4/3πE F ≈ 0.42 E F , which is already in a rather good agreement with the values obtained for the Hartree-like energy shift in a Monte Carlo study [24] and a self-consistent Green's function theory [17] . However, such a naive argument raises more questions than answers, and the purpose of this work is to make the argument rigorous and especially clarify the physics behind it. However, the main problem with discussing the Hartree shift in the strongly interacting regime or at unitarity is that there is no good definition for it. While in the weakly interacting limit the Hartree shift can be considered as an energy shift linear in density n, at unitarity it is proportional to n 2/3 . Another important issue to notice is that the Hartree shift is not constant, i.e. equal for all atoms, even in the weakly interacting limit. This follows from the breaking of the translational symmetry due to the presence of the Fermi sphere [25] coupled with the momentum dependence of the two-particle scattering amplitude, which essentially says that the interaction strength between two atoms becomes weaker when the relative momentum increases. For weakly interacting atoms this momentum dependence is not relevant as long as |k F a| 1, but in strongly interacting systems one can hardly expect the Hartree shift to be a constant.
Since the Hartree shift in the strongly interacting systems has so few properties in common with the weakly interacting limit, one can ask whether it even makes sense to talk about Hartree shifts at unitarity. Indeed, many advanced methods designed for describing strongly interacting systems do not separate the Hartree contribution at all [17, 15] or identify it only as a part of the total grand potential [26] , which is a global quantity and not a quantity directly relevant for single-particle excitations (and hence for the single-particle Green's function G(K)). However, in simpler mean-field theories, such as the BCS theory applied to the strongly interacting regime [27, 28] , the Hartree shift is explicitly neglected and consequently also easily identified [10] . The approach of this work is to omit the terms traditionally included in the BCS theory and instead consider the Hartree shift in more detail. In the future, it will be interesting to consider approximative methods that combine the two, the BCS theory and the Hartree shift.
Solving the k 0 frequency integral in Eq. (2) (by closing the integration path in a semi-circle around the upper half of the complex plane) yields contributions from poles in the Green's function G but also from possible poles in Γ that are located in the upper half of the complex plane. The self-energy can thus be separated as
where the Hartree part Σ Hartree of the self-energy corresponds to the part given by the pole in the Green's function and the pair part Σ pairs is given by the poles in the T-matrix. This is the definition of the Hartree self-energy used in this work: it is the part of the self-energy arising from the pole in the Green's function in Eq. (2). In addition, by the Hartree shift I will refer to the real part of the Hartree self-energy Re Σ Hartree . Mathematically speaking this separation to Hartree and pair self-energies is very easy to do as the contributions from the poles add up exactly in such a way when doing contour integration. Physically speaking the poles in the Green's function give the occupation numbers and, eventually, the atom density. The poles of the Tmatrix correspond to many-body bound states or molecular states if the two-body interaction potential supports such states. The simplest theory for describing these many-body bound states would be the BCS theory, in which case the Cooper pair formation is signaled by the appearance of a pole in the many-body T-matrix at zero center-of-mass momentum and energy. However, the pole of the Green's function is neglected in the BCS self-energy for strong interactions, as the dominant term is considered to be the pole in the T-matrix describing the Cooper pair formation. The above definition for the Hartree self-energy is very similar to the self-energy used in Ref. [22] , and notice also that it yields Eq. (3) in the weakly interacting limit when the T-matrix is replaced by the constant 4π 2 a/m.
Many-body scattering T-matrix at unitarity
I will start by reviewing the derivation of the many-body scattering T-matrix. While the final result is already well known and widely used, the actual derivation is not often shown, with the calculation often starting from the two-body scattering T-matrix instead of the actual atom-atom interaction potential. However, going through the actual derivation may help to understand the physics of the Hartree self-energy and where the various features in the many-body scattering T-matrix arise from. The detailed calculation can be found in Appendix A, but here in the main text I will do the key approximations and show only the main results.
Inelastic scattering amplitude
The first key result from the scattering calculation in Appendix A is the elastic scattering amplitude for a short range potential
which describes the scattering of two particles with the incoming and outgoing (relative) momenta k and s, respectively. For short range potentials, the scattering length a is enough to parametrize the two-body scatterings in vacuum. As described in Appendix A, I will assume that the inelastic scattering amplitude has the same form, i.e. f (s, k) = f (k) for all s, k. While such assumption is not true in general, it is consistent with the generalized optical theorem for inelastic scatterings in Eq. (A.9) at unitarity a → ∞. At low energies, k ≈ 0, the scattering amplitude is constant −a, but the momentum dependence and the associated decay of the real part of the scattering amplitude,
implies the well known fact that the interaction strength decreases when the relative momentum of the two particles increases. For interaction potentials with a finite range, the decay is even faster. This means that a very fast atom does not feel interaction effects and all kinds of pair formation and Hartree energy shifts are suppressed. The idea of a constant Hartree shift thus holds only for a limited range of momenta, with the characteristic scale given by the inverse of the scattering length 1/a. Obviously, in strongly interacting gases the condition ka 1 is easily breached. The momentum dependence of the Hartree energy shift has been observed in Bragg spectra of strongly interacting Bose-Einstein condensates [29, 30, 31] . However, compared to strongly interacting fermionic gases, the associated momenta k and scattering lengths a in that experiment were still rather meager. In this work I consider only the two limits: the weakly interacting limit f (s, k) ≈ −a and the unitarity f (s, k) = i/k, but the theory is quite easily generalized to intermediate interactions as well.
Two-body scattering T-matrix
The scattering amplitude describes stationary scattering states but in order to calculate the self-energy the two-body scattering T-matrix in Eq. (A.33) is needed
The physical interpretation of the two-body scattering T-matrix is very simple. The scattering amplitude f (s, k) obtained from the standard scattering calculation describes stationary solutions of the scattering problem, and thus the energies of the incoming and outgoing particles are equal (there is only one 'energy' for each eigenstate of the Hamiltonian). This implies that the energy is not a free parameter in the scattering calculation. The two-body scattering T-matrix Γ 0 now generalizes this scattering amplitude into the case in which the energy is a free parameter. This is important when considering for example scattering processes where the particles can exchange energy with the environment (say, a probing radio-frequency or laser field) but also when the energy is not a well defined concept such as in the case of virtual intermediate states.
In the weakly interacting limit the two-body scattering T-matrix simplifies into
At unitarity it becomes
The first important point to notice is that the two-body scattering T-matrix does not depend on the momentum s at all, i.e. the approximation done for the scattering amplitude, f (s, k) ≈ f (k), carries on to the two-body scattering T-matrix. The integrand is spherically symmetric and the integral is easily evaluated
where in the last line I have done the analytic continuation p 0 = + iη with an infinitesimally small imaginary part η → 0. The two-body scattering T-matrix is thus either real or pure imaginary, depending on the sign of p − . Notice also that the two-body scattering T-matrix does not depend on either momenta s or k but only on the center-of-mass momentum p and energy p 0 . However, one should notice that this property is somewhat illusionary: for an elastic scattering the two-body scattering T-matrix is identical to the scattering amplitude f (k), which depends on the relative momentum k instead of the center of mass momentum p. Indeed, for an elastic scattering − p = k and the two-body scattering T-matrix regains the form used for the scattering amplitude.
Many-body scattering T-matrix
The many-body scattering T-matrix can be expressed using the two-body scattering T-matrix as in Eq. (A.39))
Using the knowledge that the two-body scattering T-matrix depends only on the center-of-mass four-momentum P allows writing this as
Combining this with the result obtained for Γ 0 in Eq. (10) yields
where
where P signifies the principal value integration. This is exactly the same as the standard T-matrix at unitarity a → ∞ [9] , and as pointed out at the end of Appendix A, the many-body scattering T-matrix yields the standard result whenever the twobody scattering T-matrix does not explicitly depend on the relative momenta s,k.
In order to proceed further, I will make an ansatz for the Green's function G(P ). The choice of the ansatz is probably the most important approximation in this work and hence it must be chosen with care. I assume that the Green's functions have the form
where n( p ) is the occupation probability for a single-particle state with energy p (or momentum p). The first term, the advanced Green's function, describes a hole excitation with energy (dispersion) p + h * (p) and the second term, the retarded Green's function, describes a particle excitation. The complex conjugation of h(p) in the hole branch guarantees that the poles corresponding to holes remain in the upper half of the complex plane and the particle poles in the lower half (the imaginary part of h(p) must thus be negative). The key approximations in this ansatz are that the self-energies h(p) for the advanced and retarded parts are the same and that they do not depend on the frequency p 0 . These approximations exclude a lot of physics from entering the formalism, perhaps the most important piece missing being the formation of an excitation gap. Indeed, the BCS Green's function would require a self-energy of the form Σ(P ) = −G 0 (−P )∆ 2 , where ∆ is the BCS excitation gap and G 0 (P ) is the non-interacting Green's function, which clearly depends on the frequency p 0 . However, the approximations fit with the picture of a momentum-dependent Hartree shift, with each Green's function pole being simply shifted by the amount Re h(p). By allowing complex values of h(p) the formalism also incorporates lifetime effects, broadening the spectral function. The ansatz in Eq. (15) is thus sufficient for describing Hartreelike effects. Taking into account also the pairing effects would generalize the present theory in the direction of the pair-fluctuation theory in Ref. [15] . However, here I will concentrate on the Hartree effect and ignore the pairing contribution.
The ideal zero-temperature Green's function can be obtained from the ansatz by choosing n(x) = 1 − θ(x) and non-interacting finite temperature Green's function by using the Fermi-Dirac distribution. Below I will also consider occupation numbers of the form given by the Bogoliubov coefficients
in order to have an ansatz that satisfies the Bethe-Peierls condition for the two-body physics [10, 32] . However, despite the similarity with the BCS Green's function, this does not result in the emergence of an excitation gap. Instead, the parameter ∆ is simply a measure of the broadening of the Fermi surface. In order to emphasize this difference with the true BCS Green's function, but also to show the purpose of the ansatz, I will below refer to the ansatz in Eq. (16) by the 'BPC ansatz'. The BPC ansatz will be discussed further in Section 6. As will be seen later, the Hartree energy shifts are not very sensitive to the exact form of the occupation number ansatz. The regularized pair susceptibility can now be evaluated using contour integrals yielding
where ± = p±q and ε ± = ± + h p±q . This, together with Eq. (13) giving the connection to the many-body scattering T-matrix, is the key result needed for calculating the Hartree self-energy. The appearance of the dressed Green's function G(P ) in the definition of the many-body scattering T-matrix implies an iterative solution. Indeed, the present theory is fully self-consistent in the sense that only dressed Green's functions are used both in the T-matrix and in the self-energy. Fortunately, due to the simplicity of the Green's function ansatz and because of a rapid convergence of the iteration, the resulting numerical task is very easy to solve. As will be described below, I will also consider an alternative scheme in which the imaginary part of the self-energy is neglected.
Numerical solution of the many-body T-matrix
In order to obtain a better physical picture of how the many-body scattering T-matrix looks like, I will for the moment neglect the Hartree self-energies h(p) in Eq. (17). As will be seen below, for the determination of the Hartree self-energy, it is sufficient to consider elastic scatterings for which P = ( 2 ). The many-body T-matrix becomes now a function of only two parameters, the magnitudes of the center-of-mass momentum s and the relative momentum d. The most striking feature is the divergence of the real part for small relative momenta d at sufficiently high center of mass momenta s > k F . This is caused by the 1/d divergence of the two-body scattering T-matrix Γ 0 but one should remember that Γ 0 was a purely imaginary quantity for elastic scatterings, whereas also the real part of Γ diverges. The imaginary part of Γ reproduces this behavior too, but one should also notice the suppression of the divergence for low center-of-mass momenta s. There is also a peculiar feature appearing around d = 0.849 k F , s = 0.546 k F . The physics of this feature will become clear shortly. Fig. 2 shows the many-body T-matrix for a high temperature T = 0.5 T F Fermi sphere, showing the broadening of the features when the Fermi surface becomes less well defined. In addition, Fig. 3 shows the many-body T-matrix calculated assuming the BPC ansatz in Eq. (16) for the occupation numbers n(x) =
with µ = 0.59 E F and ∆ = 0.69 E F . Because of the similarity between the results obtained using this ansatz and the high temperature ansatz I will below concentrate only on two cases: the zero temperature (with a well defined Fermi surface) and the BPC ansatz. Despite the simplicity of the Γ(s, d) plots, it is still rather hard to see from these plots which interaction channels are actually dominating. Fig. 4 shows the many-body scattering T-matrix as a function of actual atom momenta k for a test atom with a momentum p, shown for different values of p. The strong peak observed for an atom with high momentum p is easily understood as arising from the 1/d divergence in the high center-of-mass momentum scatterings. In contrast, the scattering channels for a low momentum atom (p = 0 k F ) show a very distinct ring with a radius of roughly k = √ 2 k F . This ring corresponds to the small feature seen at the low center-ofmass momentum in Fig. 1 . The radius of this ring, and the corresponding remnants of the ring for intermediate momenta (p = 0.5 k F ), suggest that the atoms would interact most strongly with such atoms that allow on-shell scatterings onto the Fermi surface. Indeed, two atoms with momenta p = 0 and k = √ 2 k F can scatter right on to the Fermi surface with magnitudes of momenta q = k F . Likewise, an atom with momentum p = 0.50 k F has a strong interaction peak with an atom with momentum k ≈ (0.805, 1.05) k F . The total kinetic energy of these two atoms equals 2 E F , allowing them to scatter on to the Fermi surface. However, interference effects from different scattering channels play an important role resulting in the appearance of clear maxima and minima on and inside the ring. One should notice, however, that the many-body scattering T-matrix simply tells how strongly the atoms with momenta p,k would interact regardless of whether the two atoms exist or not. Indeed, for an atom inside the Fermi sphere, the strongest interaction channel is always with a momentum state outside the Fermi sphere.
Broadening the Fermi surface by either a finite temperature or by the BPC ansatz makes these features smoother as seen in Fig. 5 . For low momenta p, a clear ring is still seen, with the radius k ≈ 0.77 k F corresponding to the kinetic energy 2 k 2 /2m ≈ 2µ. The imaginary parts of the many-body scattering T-matrix look qualitatively similar to the real parts and thus they are not plotted here.
Hartree self-energy
The main quantity of interest in this work is the Hartree self-energy. As discussed in Section 3 this requires a self-consistent iterative solution and hence the inclusion of Hartree self-energies in the many-body scattering T-matrix in Eq. (17). The selfenergy was defined in Section 2 as
where S = s,
. Doing the k 0 frequency integral yields contributions from the pole of the Green's function G but also from possible poles in the upper half of the complex plane in Γ. The first part was defined as the Hartree self-energy. Since we are interested in the energy of a particle with momentum p, we will evaluate the self-energy at frequency p 0 = ε p . Notice that this results in an implicit equation for the Hartree self-energy, as the point where the value of the self-energy is to be evaluated depends on the value of the self-energy through ε p = p + h p .
We can now write the Hartree self-energy as
Notice that only the particle branch of the Green's function G(K) is relevant as the pole corresponding to the hole branch is on the wrong side of the complex plane. The Hartree self-energy is a complex quantity with the real part describing the actual Hartree energy shift and the inverse of the imaginary part yielding the lifetime of the corresponding excitation (hole or particle excitation). However, as will be seen below, omitting the pairing part of the self-energy causes problems with the imaginary part of the total self-energy namely that the imaginary part of Σ Hartree is always negative. This means that the poles corresponding to both particle and hole excitations are shifted upwards in the complex plane in violation of the Lehmann representation which states that the imaginary part of the self-energy must change sign at the Fermi momentum [33] . This problem however does not manifest in the present model because of the choice of the Green's function ansatz in Eq. (15) where the imaginary part of the self-energy in the hole and particle branches have opposite signs by design. The correct behavior of the poles is thus forced, and since the hole and particle branches also use the same self-energy the problem does not appear. Being aware of these problems with the imaginary parts of the self-energy, I will also consider an alternative path by relaxing the requirement of self-consistency and omit the imaginary parts of the self-energy. Such approach certainly underestimates the effect of lifetime broadening (by neglecting it altogether) while the fully self-consistent approach most likely overestimates it since the imaginary part of the self-energy should vanish at the Fermi surface [34] but it does not in the present model. We will use the self-consistent approach in most of the results below because the non-zero imaginary part of the self-energy broadens spectral peaks making numerical integrations easier. Both approaches give qualitatively similar results and they can probably be considered as the upper and lower bounds for the Hartree energy shifts and the excitation lifetimes.
Weakly interacting limit
The problems with the imaginary part of the self-energy can be easily observed by first considering the weakly interacting (and low momentum) limit. This calculation is effectively a review of the Galitskii's calculation for the lifetime and energy shift of quasiparticle excitations.
For weakly interacting atoms the scattering amplitude can be approximated as
yielding the two-body scattering T-matrix
where P signifies the principal value integration and terms of order O(a 3 ) have been dropped out. Notice that this does not depend on s but it does depend on k.
Assuming ideal zero-temperature Green's functions G(K) = G 0 (K) for the intermediate scattering states, the many-body scattering T-matrix becomes (here too omitting terms O(a 3 ))
, and the Hartree self-energy is now
where η = mη/ 2 and the relation n( k ) = θ(E F − k ) = θ(1 − k/k F ) has been used in order to allow a direct comparison with the results in Ref. [33] . The dominant (first) term is the standard weakly interacting limit Hartree shift and the rest of the terms are corrections to this weak interaction result. However, a careful comparison with Ref. [33] shows that the result is missing terms proportional to θ(k − 1) and it has an extra term proportional to θ(1 − k). The reason for the discrepancy is the neglect of the pole in the T-matrix when doing the k 0 integration. However, as discussed in Section 2, such effects do not enter the Hartree part of the self-energy but instead would go in to the pair part Σ pairs . Notice, in particular, that the imaginary part of the Hartree self-energy in Eq. (23) does not change sign at the Fermi surface and hence the imaginary part of the Hartree self-energy for hole and particle excitations would have the same sign. The Green's function ansatz in Eq. (15) fixes this problem by demanding that the self-energy for the hole branch is obtained by taking the complex conjugate of the particle branch self-energy.
Unitarity
The Hartree self-energy at unitarity can be calculated from Eq. (19)
It is instructive to consider first the case in which the many-body corrections are ignored. This can be achieved by approximating Γ ≈ Γ 0 and ε p ≈ p , yielding
The lesson here is that the Hartree self-energy does indeed involve the relative momentum p − k instead of the center-of-mass momentum. This is a result of the way the center of mass quantities are formed, namely that the energy difference
The same energy difference enters also the many-body T-matrix and thus also it will depend on the momentum difference d. Notice that the Hartree self-energy obtained using the two-body scattering T-matrix Γ 0 is purely imaginary and thus the atoms would not experience any energy shifts but excitations would only have a finite lifetime. The next step is to evaluate the Hartree self-energy by including the many-body corrections. Fig. 6 shows the Hartree self-energy Σ Hartree (P ) as a function of the atom momentum p (and for energy p 0 = ε p ) for both the BPC ansatz occupation distribution and the zero-temperature Fermi distribution. The Hartree shift is strongly momentum dependent, although for low momenta p < k F the dependence is not very strong. However, beyond the Fermi momentum, the Hartree shift exhibits a 1/p decay. It is also worth noticing that the energy shift is higher at low momenta for the BPC ansatz than for the wellformed Fermi sphere. This is because of the appearance of holes in the Fermi sphere, relaxing the effect of the Pauli blocking. This effect can be seen also by increasing the temperature in the Fermi distribution.
Numerical solution of Hartree self-energy at unitarity
Shown is also the imaginary part of the Hartree self-energy with a pronounced peak slightly above the Fermi momentum. As discussed in Section 4, this behavior is at odds with the Galitskii's result for a weakly interacting gas, where the imaginary part vanishes at the Fermi momentum. On the other hand, the pair part of the self-energy Σ may also provide an imaginary part that can cancel at least partly the imaginary part in the Hartree self-energy Σ Hartree . Fig. 7 shows the real and imaginary parts of the Hartree self-energy calculated using the alternative scheme in which the imaginary part of the self-energy is omitted altogether. Notice that even though the imaginary part of the self-energy is not included in the iteration, its value can still be calculated and hence shown in the figure. While the numerical values for the two schemes do differ somewhat, the qualitative behavior is similar for the two approaches. As argued in Section 4 the 'true' behavior is expected to be somewhere between these two limits.
Hartree self-energy in a spin-imbalanced gas
The present method can be easily generalized for studying polarized, or spinimbalanced, gases. This can be accomplished by having spin-dependent distribution Figure 7 . The real and imaginary parts of the Hartree self-energy Σ Hartree (p, εp) as a function of the atom momentum p for the ideal Fermi sphere and the BPC ansatz, calculated using the semi-self-consistent scheme in which the imaginary part of the self-energy is neglected.
functions n σ (x) and Hartree shifts h σ,p , with σ ∈ {↑, ↓}. The only equation that needs to be modified is the g(P ) function in Eq. (17), which becomes
where ε σ,± = ± + h σ,± . Notice that g(P ) is symmetric with respect to the change ↑←→↓ and the functions g and Γ are independent of the spin. The Hartree self-energy Eq. (19) for atoms with the spin ↑ becomes
and for spin ↓ atoms it becomes Fig. 8 shows the Hartree self-energy for a spin-imbalanced gas with the polarization P ≈ 0.5 at the zero temperature. What is striking is the increase of the Hartree energy shift experienced by the minority component as compared to the balanced gas (the number of majority component atoms is the same for balanced and spin-imbalanced cases). This is the result of the relaxation of the Pauli blocking, as the low momentum minority component atoms have access also to low momentum scatterings with majority component atoms close to the Fermi surface. In contrast, in a balanced gas such low momentum scatterings are blocked and the 'lowest momentum' Figure 8 . The Hartree self-energy of a polarized (P = 0.5) zero-temperature Fermi gas. The real part is shown in the left and the imaginary part on the right. The Hartree self-energy for the balanced gas is shown for reference.
scattering would amount to lifting the atom onto the surface of the Fermi sphere. Obviously the corresponding energy shift is decreased for the majority component as there are fewer minority component atoms to interact with.
Polaron limit
An interesting special case is the extreme polarization limit P → 1 where one has only a single minority component atom as an impurity interacting with an ideal Fermi sphere of majority component atoms. Such a setting is predicted to create polarons and it has been already widely studied both theoretically [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] and experimentally [41, 42, 43, 44] . In the polaron limit one would expect that the pair part of the self-energy has the least effect and the prediction from the Hartree part would be thus of particular interest.
However, first I would like to make a connection to the polaron theory in Ref. [37] , which also led to the same analytical formula as the variational Chevy ansatz in [36] . In Ref. [37] the self-consistent iteration was cut after the first iteration step, resulting in a theory where the self-energy of a particle with momentum p was evaluated at energy p + h ↓,p , but the Hartree shift h ↓,p was not fed back into the many-body scattering T-matrix, yielding as the polaron energy at unitarity a → ∞
Notice the implicit form of the solution, which is the result of the important assumption that although the Hartree shift is not fed into the many-body scattering T-matrix, it does enter in the energy E at which the energy shift is evaluated at. In the language of this work, it corresponds to using bare Green's functions G 0 in Eq. (14) but evaluating the Hartree energy shift in Eq. (19) at a shifted energy ε p = p +h p . While this appears like a strong assumption, the results (with the zero-momentum polaron energy being roughly −0.606 E F ) were in very good agreement with Monte Carlo results [35] . The Hartree self-energy described in this work simplifies into Eq. (28) when doing the same approximations but it also allows a more rigorous analysis of the justification and the meaning of these approximations. The simplest generalization from Eq. (28) would be to include the Hartree shift in the many-body T-matrix but assume that it is constant, i.e. it does not depend on the momentum h ↓,p = h ↓ . This corresponds to adding the Hartree shift to the single-particle dispersions of the spin-↓ atoms in the second term in Eq. (28), yielding
Notice that only one of the energies in the second term describe a spin-↓ atom and hence the shift h ↓ appears in the denominator only once (the energy shift of majority component atoms is assumed to be zero). However, the second term in the right is the Hartree energy shift h ↓ , and one obtains E = p + h ↓ , which upon substitution to Eq. (29) yields
This corresponds to the approximation in which the Hartree self-energy in Eq. (19) is evaluated at energy p . Solving this equation is actually easier than Eq. (28), yielding as the zero-momentum polaron energy E ≈ −0.917 E F . The excellent agreement with the Monte Carlo result is thus lost. Considering these issues from the point of view of the scattering theory presented in this work, the reason why the Chevy ansatz works [36] so well is that the selfenergy is strongly momentum dependent, so that most of the intermediate scattering states have vanishing self-energy. Indeed, due to the short range of the interactions and the corresponding minor importance of low energy states in the scatterings, most of the intermediate scattering states are only weakly interacting with the majority component Fermi sphere. This in turn limits the level of correlations needed for an efficient description of the system and the simple model provided by the Chevy ansatz works well. Contrast this with a system in which the intermediate scattering states are limited by a low momentum cutoff (for example due to a long effective range of the interaction potential or due to a band gap in the single-particle excitation spectrum in a deep optical lattice). In such case approximating these intermediate states with a non-interacting Green's function would not work as well.
Solving the self-energy in a self-consistent manner by doing the required Hartree shift iteration yields the Hartree shift shown in Fig. 9 . It shows the polaron self-energy at unitarity as a function of the polaron momentum p and, as expected, it exhibits a strong momentum dependence with a 1/p decay at high momenta. At low momenta p < k F , the energy shift is roughly constant with magnitude approximately −0.61 E F , which is in good agreement with predictions from other theories [35, 36, 37, 38, 45, 39] and experiments [41, 42, 43, 44] .
From the momentum dependence of the self-energies one can also obtain the effective mass m * for the polaron [37] 
Ignoring the possible frequency dependence of the self-energy, I obtain the effective mass m * ≈ 1.04 m at unitarity, which agrees well with Monte Carlo results [35, 45] and the analysis of an experiment in Ref. [41] , although the value differs somewhat from the predictions in Refs. [37, 39] and observations in new experiments [43, 44] . Neglecting the imaginary parts of the self-energy gives the zero-momentum polaron energy −0.70 E F and the effective mass m * ≈ 1.47 m.
Contact
The self-energy yields also the momentum distribution through the relation [46] 
but for this one would need to determine the Green's function and hence also the self-energy for all frequencies k 0 . However, I propose that for a dilute gas the high momentum asymptote of the distribution can be calculated using a simple perturbation theory. Consider an adiabatic switching on of the interactions, H(t) = H 0 + V e −ηt for t < 0 and η → 0, starting from the ground state of H 0 . According to Gell-Mann and Low this yields the ground state of H as
where |ψ 0 is the ground state of H 0 and the S-matrix
where V (t 1 ) is the interaction part of the total Hamiltonian expressed in the interaction picture.
The expectation value of the occupation number for the spin state ↑ in some momentum state n q,↑ = ψ|c † q,↑ c q,↑ |ψ in the interacting ground state is now
Motivated by the arguments of Shina Tan [47, 48] , I assume that only pair-wise correlations are relevant in the high momentum limit q k F , and thus the observation of a particle at the momentum q implies that some pair of atoms (with momenta p and k) in the initial state |ψ 0 have scattered to the states q and p + k − q. The probability amplitude for such scattering is provided by the many-body scattering T-matrix Γ(P ) (which, according to Section 3 depends only on the center-of-mass four-momentum P ) divided by the energy change due to the scattering, i.e. the probability is
where the occupation numbers n k and n p give the probability that the momentum states k and p were initially occupied and I have assumed that q p, k and that ε q ≈ q (based on the observation that the Hartree energy shift vanishes for large momenta q). This is similar to the first-order perturbation theory result for the transition probability assuming the coupling strength Γ(P ) and the energy difference 2 q . However, notice that since the coupling strength is in reality a T-matrix, it includes scatterings to arbitrary order but the correlations are limited to the twoparticle level.
However, the observation of a particle at the momentum q tells only that some atoms have scattered but does not specify the original momenta of the atoms p, k. On the other hand, since higher order correlations are ignored, there are holes left at the original momenta p, k. Another trajectory leading into observation of a particle at momentum q would be one in which two atoms from some other momentum states p , k scatter to states q, p + k − q. However, the two trajectories yield a zero overlap when calculating the expectation value since the final states are mutually orthogonal due to the different configuration of holes. Hence the two trajectories do not interfere coherently and one expects that the different trajectories need to be summed incoherently when calculating the expectation value of the observable c † q c q . Therefore I assume that the occupation number at some high momentum state q k F is given by
The contact [47, 48] , defined as the limit C = lim q→∞ q 4 n q , is now
The value of the contact depends strongly on the low momentum occupation numbers n k both directly but also indirectly through the many-body scattering T-matrix Γ.
Notice that this equation differs from the one used for example in Refs. [49, 46] where the occupation numbers were defined through self-energies. It is instructive to consider the weakly interacting limit first. Approximating Γ ≈ 4π 2 a m yields for the contact
where n is the total atom density of a balanced gas. This is the exact result for a weakly interacting gas [49, 48] . Another simple system for which one can easily determine the contact is the polaron system where the majority component atoms form an ideal Fermi sphere n ↑,k = θ(k F − k) and the minority component atoms consist only of a single impurity at the zero momentum n ↓,p = δ p0 . The contact becomes now
Notice that this quantity depends on the Hartree shifts at all momenta because these affect the intermediate states in the many-body scattering T-matrix. At unitarity I obtain C = 0.10
↓,F when neglecting the imaginary part in the self-energy). This is slightly higher than the value C ≈ 0.08 k ↑,F k 3 ↓,F obtained in [40] . I am not aware of experimental results for the polaron contact.
The contact for a balanced system has been determined experimentally using various methods but the problem with the present theory is that it does not give access to occupation numbers n k for low momenta k ∼ k F . The simplest assumption is that both atomic components form an ideal Fermi sphere with occupation numbers n k = θ(k F − k). Such assumption gives for the value of the contact C ≈ 0.064 k 4 F . Omitting the imaginary parts in the self-energy yields C ≈ 0.14 k 4 F . Obviously, any finite value for the contact is incompatible with the assumption of a Fermi-Dirac-like distribution for the occupation numbers as it has an exponentially decaying tail in violation with the Bethe-Peierls condition. The assumption can be easily improved by making an ansatz for the occupation numbers using a functional form that has the correct asymptote. For this end I use the BPC ansatz
where µ and ∆ are considered fitting parameters with µ chosen so that the atom numbers are fixed and ∆ is obtained from the value of the contact C = lim k→∞ q 4 n q = The difference in the values from the two approaches for the self-consistency (as discussed in Section 4) can be understood in terms of the hole lifetime. Including the imaginary parts of the self-energy in the Green's functions of the scattering particles p and k will decrease the expectation value of the scattering probability since the system cannot return to the initial state if the holes have decayed. In the extreme limit of a very short lifetime, or very large imaginary parts of the self-energy, all scatterings will be blocked analogously to the quantum Zeno effect.
Considering the simplicity of the present method, these figures are in surprisingly good agreement with Monte Carlo results [50] (yielding C = 0.1147(3)k 4 F ), selfconsistent Green's function method [17] (yielding the pairing gap ∆ = 0.46 E F , the Hartree shift U = −0.50 E F , and the contact C = 0.102 k 
Discussion on the model
The key approximations in this work are the Green's function ansatz in Eq. (15) and the neglect of the pairing part of the self-energy as described in Section 2. The justification of both of these approximations is based on the argument that they are sufficient for describing the Hartree energy shift but one should not make too far reaching conclusions based on this model. However, as seen by comparing the results obtained for the zero-temperature Fermi sphere ansatz and for the BPC ansatz in Figs. 6 and 7, and also the values obtained for the contact in Section 6, the values of the Hartree self-energy do not have a very dramatic dependence on the ansatz. A distinct Fermi surface does make features sharper, see Fig. 7 , but qualitatively the behavior is similar and the actual numerical values close to the Fermi momentum are in the same range. Thus one would expect that changing the actual form of the BPC ansatz would not change the values much. One interesting possibility would be an ansatz that combines a step-like behavior at the Fermi surface (albeit with a step smaller than unity) and a proper 1/k 4 high momentum asymptote or, even better, describing the low momentum regime with the finite temperature Fermi-Dirac distribution and continuously merging this with a 1/k 4 tail. The result of such an ansatz would be a Hartree shift lying somewhere between the two ansatzes used in this work.
The BPC ansatz and the related gapless excitation spectrum implied by Eq. (15) is in contradiction with the expected pseudogap physics at high temperatures [9] but this is a direct consequence of the choice of the ansatz. However, despite this deficit, the ansatz used here is in agreement with experiments that have been used for trying to observe the pseudogap phenomena [53, 54] .
The other key approximation, namely neglecting the pairing part, is more critical in some cases than in others. Considering the values of the contact calculated in Section 6 as a benchmark, it appears that the full model in which also the imaginary part of the Hartree self-energy is included in the iteration works better in the case of the polaron than in the balanced system, whereas omitting the imaginary part works better in the balanced case than in the polaron case. This behavior is not at all surprising, considering that in the case of polarons, the many-body pair formation is strongly suppressed by the huge mismatch in the Fermi momenta. Hence the pairing part can be safely ignored and the Hartree self-energy contains all the relevant physics, including lifetime effects. Notice that the same argument holds also at sufficiently high temperatures when the pair formation is suppressed by thermal excitations, even in the balanced gas. In the case of a balanced gas at low temperatures, the pairing part of the self-energy will also yield an imaginary part that will at least partly cancel the imaginary parts of the Hartree energy shift. In particular, close to the Fermi surface the cancellation is expected to be almost complete [34] . Thus neglecting the imaginary part of the Hartree self-energy in the case of a balanced gas is probably well justified.
Conclusions
In this manuscript I have calculated the Hartree self-energy of strongly interacting fermionic atoms. Short range of the atom-atom interaction potential and the diluteness of the gas allows an efficient description of the interactions through the momentum dependent scattering amplitude. I have calculated the Hartree energy shifts, effective mass, and the value of the contact for both balanced and spin-imbalanced gases. For the polaron system these values are in an excellent agreement with the results from other theories, including Monte Carlo results, and with experimental results, although it is not clear what value of the effective mass should be used as a reference. For the balanced system the agreement with more exact methods is also good when using Green's function ansatzes that satisfy the Bethe-Peierls condition. In the future, it will be interesting to consider the connection of the present theory with a BCS-type pairing theory by including also the pair part of the self-energy Σ. Furthermore, the generalization of the theory to inhomogeneous systems will be useful, allowing the treatment of the Hartree energy shift properly in Bogoliubov-deGennes-type spatially dependent mean-field theories [55, 56] . 
Appendix A. Derivation of the many-body scattering T-matrix
Here I will review the standard derivation of the many-body scattering T-matrix and how it can be expressed through the two-particle scattering amplitude. The calculation follows closely the derivation in Ref. [33] but here the discussion is kept more general as all the key approximations will be done in the main text.
In the ladder approximation the many-body scattering T-matrix can be written as
where U 0 (P ) is the interaction potential. Here P 1 , P 2 are the incoming four-momenta of the two particles and P 3 , P 4 are the corresponding outgoing momenta (and while the above equation has been written without spin-indices, it is to be understood that P 1 and P 3 describe incoming and outgoing four-momenta of one spin state and P 2 and P 4 describe the other spin state). This form for the many-body scattering T-matrix is not particularly useful since the potential U 0 (P ) is seldom known. However, for short range interaction potentials the T-matrix obtains a simple form when expressed using the scattering amplitude.
For short range potentials and elastic scatterings (k = s), the scattering amplitude is well approximated by f (s, k) ≈ −a 1 + ika + 1 2 r eff ak 2 , for k = s (A.10) where r eff is called the effective range and it is of the same order of magnitude as the interaction potential range. For a dilute atomic gas in the vicinity of a broad Feshbach resonance the factor kr eff 1 and the effective range correction can be neglected. Indeed, for a zero-range delta function pseudopotential interaction U 0 (r) = However, while the scattering calculation is usually restricted to determining the elastic scattering amplitude, the inelastic scattering amplitude will be needed in the main text. I am not aware of a result for the inelastic scattering amplitude for the above delta function pseudopotential interaction, but I assume that the inelastic scattering amplitude depends only on the magnitude of the incoming relative momentum, i.e.
f (s, k) = f (k) ≈ −a 1 + ika , for all s, k.
(A.12)
Such assumption for the inelastic scattering amplitude is consistent at unitarity a → ∞ in the sense that it satisfies Eq. (A.9), but it is not necessarily true for any a and certainly not true for arbitrary potentials.
Appendix A.2. Many-body scattering T-matrix
The T-matrix in Eq. (A.1) can be expressed using a two-particle wavefunction Q as Γ(P 1 , P 2 ; P 3 , P 4 ) = dQ (2π) 4 U 0 (Q)Q(P 1 − Q, P 2 + Q; P 3 , P 4 ), (A.13) which satisfies the ladder approximation for Γ in Eq. (A.1) if Q obeys Q(P 1 , P 2 ; P 3 , P 4 ) = (2π) 4 δ(P 1 − P 3 ) + iG(P 1 )G(P 2 ) × dQ (2π) 4 U 0 (Q)Q(P 1 − Q, P 2 + Q; P 3 , P 4 ), (A.14)
which can be easily verified by substitution. The two-particle wavefunction is used here only in an auxiliary role and will soon be replaced by the pair susceptibility χ.
The two-body scattering processes are often easiest to describe using the centerof-mass coordinates. The total center-of-mass four-momentum satisfies 2P = P 1 + P 2 = P 3 + P 4 , (A. 15) where the latter equality follows from the conservation of the total four-momentum in a homogeneous system (homogeneous also in time, hence the conservation of the frequency). The relative four-vectors are δP = 1 2 (P 1 − P 2 ) =: S and δP = 1 2 (P 3 − P 4 ) =: K. The two-particle wavefunction expressed using these variables is now Q(P + S, P − S; P + K, P − K) = (2π) 4 δ(S − K) + iG(P + S)
× G(P − S) dQ (2π) 4 U 0 (Q)Q(P + S − Q, P − S + Q; P + K, P − K) (A. 16) replaced by the non-interacting Green's functions G 0 (K) = 1/(k 0 − k ) with the free particle dispersion k = 2 k 2 /2m. The two-body scattering T-matrix is thus defined as Γ 0 (s, k; P ) = dq (2π) 3 U 0 (q)χ 0 (s − q, k; P ), (A.23) where χ 0 (s, k; P ) = (2π) 3 δ(s − k) − 1 E P − 2 s dq (2π) 3 U 0 (q)χ 0 (s − q, k; P ), (A. 24) and E P = 2p 0 − 2 p 2 m . Multiplying χ 0 by (E P − 2 s ) gives (E P − 2 s )χ 0 (s, k; P ) − dq (2π) 3 U 0 (q)χ 0 (s − q, k; P ) = (E P − 2 s )(2π) 3 δ(s − k) = (E P − 2 k )(2π) 3 δ(s − k).
(A. 25) In order to obtain the connection to the scattering amplitude, the χ 0 can be expressed as χ 0 (s, k; P ) = (E P − 2 k ) dk 
Multiplying by U 0 (s −q) and integrating overq yields Γ(s, k; P ) = Γ 0 (s, k; P ) + dq (2π) 3 Γ 0 (s, q; P )χ(q; P )Γ(q, k; P ). (A.39) This equation provides the mapping between Γ and Γ 0 .
Assuming that the two-body scattering T-matrix Γ 0 (s, k; P ) does not depend on either of the two momenta s or k (but it may depend on the center-of-mass fourmomentum P ) allows writing the many-body scattering T-matrix in the standard form Γ(P ) = Γ 0 (P ) 1 − Γ 0 (P ) dq (2π) 3χ (q; P )
.
(A.40)
